
St Cuthbert Mayne School CurriculumMap 2023-2024
Department: Art and Design and Photography

Department Intent and overview

Students are encouraged to develop their creativity and ideas, and increase proficiency in their execution of a wide range
of mediums, materials, techniques and processes. To give students the opportunity to develop critical understanding of
artists, architects and designers, allowing for expression and reasoned judgements that inform their own personal work.

/



Key Stage 5 Curriculum Summary

A level specifications in art and design encourage students to develop:

● intellectual, imaginative, creative and intuitive capabilities

● investigative, analytical, experimental, practical, technical and expressive skills, aesthetic

● understanding and critical judgement

● independence of mind in developing, refining and communicating their own ideas, their own intentions and their
own personal outcomes

● an interest in, enthusiasm for and enjoyment of art, craft and design

● the experience of working with a broad range of media

● an understanding of the interrelationships between art, craft and design processes and an awareness of the contexts in
which they operate

● knowledge and experience of real world contexts and, where appropriate, links to the creative industries ●
knowledge and understanding of art, craft, design andmedia and technologies in contemporary and past societies and
cultures

● an awareness of different roles, functions, audiences and consumers of art, craft and design.

/

Year 13 Art Autumn Term

Topic/Unit Coursework Unit 2 (Personal Investigation)



Knowledge
(Content covered

Students select a personal theme and begin to produce a body of work in an area of their choosing.
Students are encouraged to be fully independent with their approach and are expected to expand
on previous knowledge and skills in their own personal investigation.

Skills Students present evidence of:

● relevant materials, processes, technologies and resources

● how ideas, feelings andmeanings can be conveyed and interpreted in images
and ● artefacts

● how images and artefacts relate to the time and place in which they weremade and to
their social and cultural contexts

● continuity and change in different genres, styles and traditions

● a working vocabulary and specialist terminology

● record experiences and observations, in a variety of ways using drawing or other appropriate
visual forms; undertake research; and gather, select and organise visual and other
appropriate information

● explore relevant resources; analyse, discuss and evaluate images, objects and artefacts;
andmake and record independent judgements

● use knowledge and understanding of the work of others to develop and extend thinking
and inform ownwork

● generate and explore potential lines of enquiry using appropriate media and
techniques ● apply knowledge and understanding in making images and artefacts;
review andmodify

/

● work; and plan and develop ideas in the light of their own and others’ evaluations ● organise,
select and communicate ideas, solutions and responses, and present them in a range of visual,
tactile and/or sensory forms



Assessment A01 A02 A03 A04

Gatsby 4 (Linking
curriculum learning to
careers)
GATSBY BENCHMARK 4

● Animator

● Art teacher

● Cake decorator

● Fashion designer

● Graphic designer

● Illustrator and technical illustrator

● Industrial designer

● Makeup artist

● Advertising Director

● Billboard designer

● Computer games creator

● Set Design (films/ media)

● Theatre production

● Cartoonist

● Sculptor

● Art Restorer

● Tattoo artist

● Special effects artist

● WebDeveloper

/

Year 12 Photography Autumn Term 1

Topic/Unit Coursework Unit 1 (Skills)



Knowledge
(Content covered

Students introduced to the A-Level course and showed awide range of exemplar material.
Students look closely at the exam criteria and course expectations. Students begin the course by
completing a range of skill based tasks that enable them to build on previous knowledge from
GCSE. Students are encouraged to work in a wide range of mediums, materials, processes and
techniques that theymay not be familiar with. Students record their outcomes on larges boards,
sketchbooks or journals.

Skills Students present evidence of:

● relevant materials, processes, technologies and resources

● how ideas, feelings andmeanings can be conveyed and interpreted in images
and ● artefacts

● how images and artefacts relate to the time and place in which they weremade and to
their social and cultural contexts

● continuity and change in different genres, styles and traditions

● a working vocabulary and specialist terminology

● record experiences and observations, in a variety of ways using drawing or other appropriate
visual forms; undertake research; and gather, select and organise visual and other
appropriate information

● explore relevant resources; analyse, discuss and evaluate images, objects and artefacts;
andmake and record independent judgements

● use knowledge and understanding of the work of others to develop and extend thinking
and inform ownwork

/

● generate and explore potential lines of enquiry using appropriate media and techniques ● apply
knowledge and understanding in making images and artefacts; review andmodify ● work; and
plan and develop ideas in the light of their own and others’ evaluations ● organise, select and
communicate ideas, solutions and responses, and present them in a range of visual, tactile and/or
sensory forms



Assessment A01 A02 A03 A04

Gatsby 4 (Linking
curriculum learning to
careers)
GATSBY BENCHMARK 4

● Magazine/Media

● Film and Video Editors and CameraOperators

● Graphic Designers

● Documentary

/

Year 13 Photography Autumn Term 1

Topic/Unit Coursework Unit 2 (Personal Investigation)

Knowledge
(Content covered

Students select a personal theme and begin to produce a body of work in an area of their choosing.
Students are encouraged to be fully independent with their approach and are expected to expand
on previous knowledge and skills in their own personal investigation.



Skills Students present evidence of:

● relevant materials, processes, technologies and resources

● how ideas, feelings andmeanings can be conveyed and interpreted in images
and ● artefacts

● how images and artefacts relate to the time and place in which they weremade and to
their social and cultural contexts

● continuity and change in different genres, styles and traditions

● a working vocabulary and specialist terminology

● record experiences and observations, in a variety of ways using drawing or other appropriate
visual forms; undertake research; and gather, select and organise visual and other
appropriate information

● explore relevant resources; analyse, discuss and evaluate images, objects and artefacts;
andmake and record independent judgements

● use knowledge and understanding of the work of others to develop and extend thinking
and inform ownwork

● generate and explore potential lines of enquiry using appropriate media and techniques ●
apply knowledge and understanding in making images and artefacts; review andmodify ● work;
and plan and develop ideas in the light of their own and others’ evaluations ● organise, select and
communicate ideas, solutions and responses, and present them in a range of

/

visual, tactile and/or sensory forms

Assessment A01 A02 A03 A04



Gatsby 4 (Linking
curriculum learning to
careers)
GATSBY BENCHMARK 4

● Magazine/Media

● Architects. Architects plan and design houses, factories, office Art
Directors ● Craft and Fine Artists

● Desktop Publishers

● Fashion Designers

● Film and Video Editors and CameraOperators

● Graphic Designers

● Industrial Designers

● Crime Scene

● Medical Photographer

● Wildlife

● Science

● Weddings

● Birthdays/Celebrations

● School Photos

● Documentary

Year 13 Art Spring Term



Topic/Unit Coursework Unit 2 (Personal Investigation)

Knowledge

(Content covered)
Students finalise their coursework project. Students

must show evidence of all of the assessment objectives.

AO1 Develop ideas through investigations, demonstrating

critical understanding of sources.

● AO2 Refine work by exploring ideas, selecting

and experimenting with appropriate media,

materials, techniques and processes.



● AO3 Record ideas, observations and insights

relevant to intentions as work progresses.

● AO4 Present a personal and meaningful response

that realises intentions and demonstrates

understanding of visual language.

All work is to be professionally presented and displayed

on boards, sketchbooks or other appreciate methods.

Skills ● relevant materials, processes, technologies

and resources

● how ideas, feelings and meanings can be conveyed

and interpreted in images and

● artefacts

● how images and artefacts relate to the time and

place in which they were made and to their social

and cultural contexts

● continuity and change in different genres, styles

and traditions

● a working vocabulary and specialist terminology



● record experiences and observations, in a variety of

ways using drawing or other appropriate visual

forms; undertake research; and gather, select and

organise visual and other appropriate information

● explore relevant resources; analyse, discuss and

evaluate images, objects and artefacts; and make

and record independent judgements

● use knowledge and understanding of the work of

others to develop and extend thinking and inform

own work

● generate and explore potential lines of enquiry

using appropriate media and techniques

● apply knowledge and understanding in making

images and artefacts; review and modify

● work; and plan and develop ideas in the light of

their own and others’ evaluations

● organise, select and communicate ideas, solutions

and responses, and present them in a range of

visual, tactile and/or sensory forms



Assessment ● A01 A02 A03 A04

Gatsby 4 (Linking curriculum learning to careers)

GATSBY BENCHMARK 4
● Animator

● Art teacher

● Fashion designer

● Graphic designer

● Illustrator and technical illustrator

● Sculptor

● Wildlife

● Science

● Weddings

● Birthdays/Celebrations

● School Photos

● Documentary

Year 13 Photography Autumn Term 2



Topic/Unit Personal Investigation

Knowledge

(Content covered)
Students to complete their personal investigation.

Students spend time finalising their project in the

summary of a range of final images/ final pieces. All work

is then professionally mounted and displayed. Students

will show evidence of all 4 of the assessment objectives

within their body of work. Students can chosen to

complete this unit in a range of ways but the most popular

is sketchbooks and websites.



Skills ● relevant materials, processes, technologies

and resources

● how ideas, feelings and meanings can be conveyed

and interpreted in images and

● artefacts

● how images and artefacts relate to the time and

place in which they were made and to their social

and cultural contexts

● continuity and change in different genres, styles

and traditions

● a working vocabulary and specialist terminology ●
record experiences and observations, in a variety of

ways using drawing or other appropriate visual forms;

undertake research; and gather, select and organise

visual and other appropriate information

● explore relevant resources; analyse, discuss and

evaluate images, objects and artefacts; and make

and record independent judgements

● use knowledge and understanding of the work of

others to develop and extend thinking and inform

own



work

● generate and explore potential lines of enquiry

using appropriate media and techniques

● apply knowledge and understanding in making

images and artefacts; review and modify

● work; and plan and develop ideas in the light of

their own and others’ evaluations

● organise, select and communicate ideas, solutions

and responses, and present them in a range of

visual, tactile and/or sensory forms

Assessment ● A01 A02 A03 A04

Gatsby 4 (Linking curriculum learning to careers)

GATSBY BENCHMARK 4
● Magazine/Media

● Architects. Architects plan and design

houses, factories, office Art Directors



● Craft and Fine Artists

● Desktop Publishers

● Fashion Designers

● Film and Video Editors and Camera

Operators ● Graphic Designers

● Industrial Designers

● Crime Scene

● Medical Photographer

● Wildlife

● Science

● Weddings

● Birthdays/Celebrations

● School Photos

● Documentary
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